Introduction.
Let alt ci2, ■ ■ • be an infinite sequence of integers such that 0^01^02^
' " ' and a*,->+co. If re is a non-negative integer, let r(n) be the number of ordered pairs (i, j) of positive integers such that a¿+a;-^re. Thus if (1) g(z) = ¿>* = ¿Cbz» (|z| <1), *-l n=0 then (2) T,r(n)z» = g(z)2/(l-z) (\ z\ < 1).
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Erdös and Fuchs [l] have shown that if c>0, it is impossible to have r(n) = cn + o^'^log n)~112)
as re->+ co. In this note we generalize their result to the case where the main term has the form n L(n), where L is a slowly oscillating function which is convex or concave on some interval of the form [a, +«) . By a slowly oscillating function we mean a positive-valued continuous function defined on some interval of the form [a, +co), where a>0, such that L(cx)/L(x)->1 as x-> + » for each fixed positive c. For the basic information about slowly oscillating functions see [3] . We shall need the fact that if e is a given positive number, then there exists a positive number Cc such that
The inequality (3) follows readily from the Karamata representation theorem for slowly oscillating functions (cf. [3] ). Our theorem is as follows. that Lin + l) -Lin) for every integer «3:a, since otherwise L would change too rapidly to be slowly oscillating. Thus Lin) has a limit, which is either zero or a positive real number.
Similarly, if a slowly oscillating function L is concave on the interval [a, +oo), we have A(n+2)-Lin + l) gL(w-fT)-Lin) for n^a. Thus in this case L(w + 1) ^L(re) for n^a and Lin) has a limit, which is either a positive real number or + oo.
Our theorem concerns the behavior of slowly oscillating functions for integral values of the variable. Their behavior for other values is largely irrelevant as long as continuity and the defining property are preserved.
Throughout z will denote a complex variable inside the unit circle. The proof uses the Erdös-Fuchs method of considering the mean value of \giz) |2 on the circle around the origin with radius r = e~llx, where x is large.
We shall use the operator A with its usual meaning in the calculus of finite differences. Thus, if / is a function defined on the interval Proof. Since the sum of the series tends to + co as x->+ °°, we
In view of (3), the result of the lemma follows from theLebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem. = 2 log x + 0(1).
3. Proof of the theorem. We assume (4) and force a contradiction. In view of (2) and the definition of vin) we have giz)2 = (1 -z) Z {»£(») + Z«^X,(»)}z"
We get our contradiction by estimating the integral lix) = f | gireie)\2dd ir = e~llx) J -a both from above and below, for large x. Here a will be a function of x to be chosen later, subject to the restrictions x_1<a<7r. The lower estimate is based on Lemmas I and 2, By Lemma 1 and
/T 00 \g(reu)\*dO=\ayicyt*\ ag(r).
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The last step here follows from the fact that, for each re, c" is either 0 or at least 1 and so <%^cn. Let 7 be a number such that maxGSi, ■ ■ ■ ,ßn 3/4) < 7 < 1. In view of Lemma 2, we therefore get from (6)
Thus g(r2) > §x1/2L(x)1/2 for large x. Using this in (7), we obtain (8) I(x) > \axli2L(xyi2 for all sufficiently large x.
We now turn to the upper estimate. Using (6) and estimating the integrals of the principal terms on the right side of (6) by means of Lemmas 3 and 4, we obtain for large x so that, given a positive number 8, we can say that 16r(l -r2) Z Vin)r2n < 52xz'2L0ix)2, provided x is sufficiently large. Thus we have the estimate
for sufficiently large x.
To get a contradiction from the two estimates (8) and (9), we first choose a fixed positive 8 such that 15-2/3 > A + l.
For example, we could take 8= (3^4+4)_3/2. Then we choose a as a function of x in the following way: a = 5~2/3x~1/2L(x)-1/2 log x if A is bounded, a = 5-2/8x~1/2Z,(x)1/2 log x if A is unbounded.
For large x these choices satisfy the requirement x~l<a<w. In either case we get a contradiction for sufficiently large x. Thus the assumption of (4) is untenable and our result is established.
The Erdös-Fuchs method can also be used to find results for the case where the exponent of the leading term is different from 1, but it seems likely that the results so obtained are not sufficiently definitive.
